OneSearch searches all of the library's resources--books, articles, and more--but be aware it does not have the specialized controlled vocabularies you will find in the library's databases.

**OneSearch Search Tips:**

- Use quotation marks to search on a phrase. For example, *"information literacy"

- Use **AND, OR, and NOT** to join your search terms (Be sure to use **ALL CAPS**). For example, *"public libraries" OR "academic libraries"

- **?**—enter a question mark to perform a single character wildcard search. For example, type *wom?n* to search for records that contain the strings woman, women, and so forth.

- *****—enter an asterisk to perform a multiple character wildcard search. For example, type *cultur* to search for records that contain strings, such as culture, cultural, and culturally.

*Note: The system ignores wildcard characters placed at the beginning of search terms. For example, the system treats the search terms *?aying* and **aying* as if you had searched for *aying*